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The Problem: Islands of Management
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The Tivoli Approach

● Management by Policy

● Secure delegation -
decentralized administration

● Single Tivoli interface shields
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The gateway 
currently runs on 
Unix/NT.  

Gateway

Tivoli server.  
(Classic Framework)

The security and Admin 
applications update the tivoli 
database.
The records in the Tivoli 
database are then distributed 
to the endpoints via the 
gateway and TMF daemon 

Tivoli 
DB

The Tivoli framework and 
gateway machine do not need to 
be on separate machines, they 
may run on the same Unix or NT 
machine.  
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Gateway

There can 
be multiple 
gateways

Gateway

The LCF daemon (LCFD)  was 
ported to OS/390 by tivoli in 
Raleigh.
The TME10 Security Management 
and User Administration 
endpoints are being developed in 
Poughkeepsie.  These endpoints 
manage RACF. 
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Admin The Tivoli Security Management 
and User Administration 
endpoints  will be invoked by 
the TMF Daemon to manage 
RACF User, Group, Resource 
and Role profiles, as well as 
System Policy (SETROPTS) 
information.
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(and other) 
endpoints. 
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User(s) User runs theTivoli GUI from one of the 
following Platforms:

Windows NT/95/3.1 (via tivoli windows 
desktop)
X-Windows (Unix, OS/2, Windows)

UNIX/NT/390



The Tivoli Desktop

This is the main tivoli desktop.  What you see depends on your 
administrative authority.  These are all functions provided by the 
framework.

 
The icons you see are

  Administrators.  Defines your login names, your roles, what 
notice groups you can see, etc.  For RACF, these are mapped to 
RACF user IDs using profiles in the TMEADMIN class.
  Notices.  Interface into notice goups
  UserLocator: Only if User Administration is installed.  Allows you 
to quickly locate a user record.
  Policy regions: collections of hosts and profile managers
  Endpoint Manager.  Defines which endpoints are serviced by 
which gateways
  Scheduler.  Automated jobs and tasks.



A Policy Region

View into a policy region
A policy region is a collection of objects which share certain 
policy characteristics
You can limit the types of resources which can be 
contained in a given policy region
Administrative rights can be granted to manage the 
resources within a policy region
Policy regions can be nested, and used for decentralized 
administration
A profile manager is selected



A Profile Manager

A collection of Tivoli User Adminsitration (TUA) and Tivoli 
Security Managemnt (TSM) profiles in a profile manager.  
Other applications will allow for other profile types on the 
"Create ..." pulldown 
subscribers are set at the profile manager level
Subscribers can be actual endpoints, or other profile 
managers 
You can distribute data at the level of profile manager, or at 
the profile level
We will look inside a user profile



User Profile Table View

This is the table view of the user records defined within this 
profile
The pull down menus allow various profile-oriented 
operations like populate, distribute, validate, etc
double-clicking a row will get us into the gui view for that 
user record



User Record Main Panel

This is the first panel you see.
You can enter a common user ID and password to be used 
across all accounts on all platforms
Or you can define endpoint-specific info
There are separate categories for all kinds of endpoint 
types
A commandline interface (for both TUA and TSM) can also 
be used to manipulate profiles and properties.
The default view is "All’, which displays all the 
subcategories in the list on the left.
We select "RACF" and see the next slide ....



RACF Basic Data Panel

This is the RACF Base Account panel
There are subcategories for every RACF user profile 
segment
Note that the common password and login name can be 
overridden with RACF specifics



Editing Default Policy

One of the most powerful features of Tivoli is the ability to 
apply default policy and enforce validation policy
Get to these functions using the Edit pull-down menu



Editing Default Policy ...

This is the default policy view.  It’s pretty much the same as 
the validation policy view.
Select the property on the left, and then view/set its policy 
attributes on the right
When a new user is created, Tivoli will search for and 
execute default policy for every user attribute.  This can 
take a while, so it behooves you to scope the number of 
properties associated with a user record where possible.
When you select script for type of policy, you can create the 
script right here using these dialogs
You select the arguments of the script, and can then edit 
the script (next slide)
Works the same for all apps (including TSM)



The top dialog allows you to choose the script arguments 
from the set of user profile attributes.  For example, for the 
RACF OMVS UID, you could pass in the base unix UID, 
and have your script echo that as its output
The bottom dialog allows you to edit the script body.  This 
example (partially shown) takes the user name as input, 
and using a side file, assigns the next unused UID value for 
this user
Default policy is applied when you save the record, or when 
you click the "generate defaults" button 
Validation policy is applied when you save the record, or 
when you populate new records (can be used to enforce 
policy as you migrate endpoint data into Tivoli) 
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Securty Management profiles contain 4 different types of 
record
The RACF audit log (SMF) is not as yet integrated in with 
the other auditing, though certainly it could be using tivoli 
jobs.
RACF events (operator messages) can be sent to Tivoli 
Event Console using NetView
TSM provides a layer of security on top of native UNIX (the 
TACF product)



Role-based Controls

Groups

Roles

Resources

MarketingFinance/accounting Sales Purchasing

A major feature of TSM is the ability to define role-based 
access control
A role is represented as a textual description of a job 
function (E.G. Sales Representative).
Within each role is a list of resources, and their 
permissions, which a given job function requires. The role 
also contains the groups which require these resources
A role can be implemented somewhat by a racf group 
except
  It’s not cross-platform
  There’s no quick way to determine what resources the 
group has access to (need to run an offline utility)
  Inheritance (next slide) is not supported



Role/Resource Inheritance

Corporate Help Desk 
Administrator

Corporate Resources

New York Help Desk 
Administrator

Austin Help Desk 
Administrator

Boulder Help Desk 
Administrator

Boulder specific
resources

New York specific
resources

Austin specific
resources

inherit from

TSM roles can designate a parent role from which resource 
access is inherited
Only the differences need be specified in the child (can add 
resources, or override permission to parent’s resources).  
This saves work.
A given role can have many children, but only one parent
Note that RACF groups have an administrative hierarchy 
(group tree), but not an authorization hierarchy 



Security Profile Front End

Double-clicking a security profile from the profile manager 
view results in this dialog
Note that this differs from TUA, which showed a table view.
Because TSM profiles contain 4 different record types, this 
"front-end" is required in order for TSM to display the 
correct dialogs for each record type.
Populates and distributes can be done from this panel
Profile validation can also be done
The next dialog will be a table view similar to TUA
 Let’s click on Groups



Group Record Table View

Like we saw for user admin, this shows a table view of the 
group records defined within this security profile.
There are a set of pulldowns similar to what we see in all 
tivoli dialogs
In TSM, you populate specific to the record type, though 
distribution is done at the profile level.
Let’s double-click a group record and take a look inside 



Editing Group Member List

You would really see the group names dialog first, but I 
clicked "Show All", and then displayed the TME user list
This shows the TUA-defined users which are members of 
this group.  Tivoli maintains the referential integrity between 
TUA and TSM profiles
You can also define endpoint-specific users...those that 
aren’t defined within TUA
When a group is distributed to RACF, the RACF user list 
will be fuly replaced by the user list known to TSM
RACF connection attributes will not be modified, since they 
are not as yet supported in TSM, so you don’t need to 
worry about existing group authority being modified



Editing RACF Base Segment

Note the RACF-specific dialogs defined for the group 
record
This is the base segment dialog



Resource Record Table View

Here is the resource table view
In TSM, resources are endpoint-specific. There is no 
attempt to abstract them at a cross-platform level
RACF profile names are capitalized automatically.
Data sets are broken into two different categories for 
generic and discrete (this is not true for general resources)
Discrete data sets can be qualified by volume
Double-click to look inside... 



Editing RACF Base Segment

Selecting the endpoint type will result in a list of applicable 
resource types (RACF class names) in the Resource Types 
dialog (not shown)
Customer-defined RACF classes can be added with a 
command
Note the RACF-specific dialogs
Only those actions which apply to the resource type are 
displayed



Editing Started Task Properties

Note that for type STARTED, I no longer see the data set 
attributes selection.
Specific dialogs (not shown) also exist for APPCLU 
(session segment), G/TERMINAL (access times and time 
zone), DLFCLASS (DLFDATA segment), and for grouping 
classes, the member list  
Online help text exists for each of the RACF dialogs.  
Click on "Help" for help text (next slide)



Displaying Context Help

For all the RACF-specific dialogs, you can click on the Help 
button for detailed help text
Contains basic info similar to the Command Language 
Reference



Populating Resources

This is the populate screen.
I show it in the context of resources because of the extra 
role-template feature you get (insensitive for other record 
types)
Allows you to populate resources which a given user or 
group has access to, and populate their access levels into 
a role template.
For example, Cosimo is a storage administrator.  Define a 
role caled "Storage Administrator" and seed it with all 
resources which Cosimo has access to.
For efficiency, resource types can be specified in order to 
limit the processing at the endpoint.
For all record types, populate should be followed by 
distribute, in case data was added/altered by policy



Main Role Panel

Here, we have double clicked on  role record from the role 
table view.  This is in fact the first panel you see.
The RACF specific role name will be generated by default if 
not specified (same for groups)
You can see the various subactions on the left which are 
used to define the resource names, their accesses, the 
groups, and the parent role



Adding Resources to a Role

Similar to user membership in group records, resources 
can be added to roles by either selecting from existing TSM 
profiles, or keying in text for an endpoint resource which is 
not being managed by TSM.



Defining Resource Access

Separate dialogs are used to define resource access
The "Access Rights" box is set dynamically based on the 
resources type.  E.G., if this were a PROGRAM resource, 
you would also see execute access.  Also, mutual 
exclusivity is enforced with RACF access levels...this is not 
true on other endpoint types 
Click "Set Conditional Access Rights" to set conditional 
access (next slide)



Defining Conditional Access

The "Access Type" choices will vary depending on the 
resource type



Adding Groups to a Role

Again, groups can be selected from existing TSM profiles, 
or keyed in for an endpoint-specific group name
When the role is distributed, each endpoint receiving the 
data will permit the defined goups to the defined resources 
with the defined permissions using endpoint-specific 
interfaces and semantics.
On RACF, Tivoli role information is contained in the TME 
segment of ROLE, GROUP, and resource (data set and 
general resource) profiles.  It should not be modified 
directly on RACF...let TSM manage it
The endpoints will manage inheritance and role 
intersections such that each group obtains the privilege 
required for all of its roles.



Defining Role Inheritance

The parent role is optional, and can be selected from 
existing TSM profiles



Defining RACF Login Policy

Now’ we’re in the System Policy dialogs.  On RACF, 
system policy records control SETROPTS settings
You REALLY SHOULD populate the System Policy record 
from RACF before altering/managing it from TSM
If you don’t, you will have some manual steps to do...we 
really don’t want you shooting yourself in the foot.
To apply the same policy to other RACF systems, add their 
host names to the RFEPList property using the command 
line interface (wmodsec)
This property in effect implements record-level subscription 
for SystemPolicy records
The dialogs group logically-related functions together



Defining RACF Password Policy

Validation policy can be used to enforce common attributes 
(password change interval, invalid logon attempts etc) 
across all system types (default policy not shipped by 
default for RACF)
Note all the RACF specific dialogs.
Most, but not all, SETROPTS settings are supported



Defining RACF Data Set Policy

Another example showing data set related settings



Distributing Profile Data

Data can be distributed to selected endpoints
A distribution hierarchy can exist where profile managers 
subscribe to other profile managers
Make exact copy is ignored on OS/390 endpoint
The RACF endpoint will not alter RACF profile data which 
is not managable using TSM
The RACF endpoint will limit its updates to only that data 
which has actually changed (concise SMF audit trail)
Newer resource types, segments, and fields will not cause 
failures when distributed to lower level systems



 

 

 

To find out more

Tivoli  OS/390 and Enterprise Management Information

http://www.tivoli.com/products/solutions/390/
http://www.tivoli.com/products/solutions/security/

Redbooks - http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/solutions/tivoli

SG24-2015 Getting Started with TME 10 User Administration
SG24-5108 Tivoli  User Administration Design Guide
SG24-2021 Introducing TME 10 Security Management
SG24-5101 Tivoli Security Management Design Guide
SG24-5339 Managing OS/390 Security Server with Tivoli


